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Abstract— We address a physics-based solution of joule heating
phenomenon in a single-layer graphene (SLG) sheet under the
presence of Thomson effect. We demonstrate that the temperature in an isotopically pure (containing only C 12 ) SLG sheet
attains its saturation level quicker than when doped with its
isotopes (C 13 ). From the solution of the joule heating equation,
we find that the thermal time constant of the SLG sheet is in
the order of tenths of a nanosecond for SLG dimensions of a
few micrometers. These results have been formulated using the
electron interactions with the inplane and flexural phonons to
demonstrate a field-dependent Landauer transmission coefficient.
We further develop an analytical model of the SLG specific heat
using the quadratic (out of plane) phonon band structure over
the room temperature. Additionally, we show that a cooling effect
in the SLG sheet can be substantially enhanced with the addition
of C 13 . The methodologies as discussed in this paper can be put
forward to analyze the graphene heat spreader theory.
Index Terms— Electrothermal cooling, graphene, phonons.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE electrothermal analyses of metallic graphene for
next generation heat spreaders have gained momentum
because of three reportedly vital reasons: 1) singlelayer graphene (SLG) can withstand a very high room
temperature (RT) breakdown current density of the order of
108 −109 Acm−2 [1]–[3]; 2) it has an exceptionally high RT
carrier mobility of the order of 20 000–20 0000 cm2 V−1 s−1
[4]; and 3) it possesses a phonon-dominated high RT thermal
conductivity (κ) 600–7000 Wm−1 K−1 [1]. It is due to these
exceptional properties that metallic graphene finds potential
applications as chip interconnects [3], [5]–[6]. However, there
also remain potential challenges to predict the extent of joule
heating along the graphene itself to estimate the thermal
propagation/delay [7].
Lately, there have been some remarkable experimental
analyses (in both suspended and on-substrate SLG) on carrier
mobility [8], electrical [9]–[13], and thermal [1], [14]–[17]
(effects of C 13 isotopes have been reported in [18]) resistances
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together with Peltier cooling [19]. These data can now be
classified in terms of tension offered by the contacts to the
SLG sheet. It now appeared that the involvement of out-ofplane (known as flexural) phonons can also play a substantial
role, in case the sheet relaxes with the contacts at two
ends [20], [21] and has been considered through rigorous
molecular dynamic simulations and theory [21]–[24]. Following this, the authors [25] recently addressed an analytical
model for an electrical resistance (R) through the solution of
steady-state joule self-heating equation at different current levels considering a temperature-dependent thermal conductivity
[26]. The motivation of this paper is sought out to estimate
the transient analyses of the temperature over the SLG surface
(under relaxed state with the contacts) when there is an applied
temperature difference T at the two ends apart from joule
heating current. We start with the formulation of the Landauer
field-dependent transmission coefficient ( (E)) using the Mc
Kelvey’s carrier flux theory [27]. In such a case, the sheet resistance becomes a function of the applied field ε and local sheet
temperature. With this and applied T, the additional Thomson effect emerges where heat is either absorbed or rejected
along the length of the sheet depending on direction of the
current flow and sign of Seebeck coefficient (S B ), which in this
case may conclude a profound cooling effect along the SLG
sheet. Using a quadratic phonon band structure, we formulate
a temperature-dependent flexural phonon specific heat Cph , to
finally estimate the transient behavior of T . We also demonstrate the effect of including C13 isotopes on the same for
optimization.
II. M ODELING AND S IMULATION M ETHODOLOGY
A. Average Energy of Electrons in SLG Sheet
Using the Dirac cone-type electron dispersion relation, the
electron energy in SLG can be written as E = h̄v F k, in
which h̄, v F (=106 ms−1 ) and k are the reduced Planck’s constant, Fermi velocity, and electron wave vector, respectively.
Using this and considering the spin and valley degeneracies,
the 2-D
 density of states can be written as N2D (E) =
(2/π) E/(h̄v F )2 . The average electron energy per sub-band
can then be formulated from
∞
E φ N2D (E) Ef (E) dE
E 2D  =  ∞
(1)
E φ N2D (E) f (E) dE
where E φ is the lowest sub-band energy (in this case, this
has a value zero at Dirac point) and f (E) is the Fermi–Dirac
occupation probability. Substituting the aforementioned values, (1) reads out E 2D  = 2k B T [F2 (η)/F1 (η)] in which k B
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, 38 n 2D
and 0.1 n 2D 1/2 K, in which
TBG = 57 n 2D

Fig. 1.
(a) Schematic diagram of an SLG sheet of dimension L × W .
The contacts 1 and 2 are assumed to be ideal, long enough to avoid heat
flow into the contacts and maintained at temperature Tl and Th , respectively.
The heat dissipation to the substrate is neglected by assuming a suspended
condition. The electric current Ie is along the −x-direction. The Fermi
energies are E F1 and E F2 at both the contacts with E F1 − E F2 = qV D .
(b) Averaging of the backscattering length over the entire SLG sheet (2).

is the Boltzmann’s constant, F j (η) is the Fermi–Dirac integral
of order j and η = E F /k B T . Evidently, one can see that
under nondegenerate carrier doping, E 2D  ∼ 2k B T while for
high doping, E 2D  ∼ (2/3)E F , where the Fermi energy with
respect to the conduction band minimum can be written as
√
E F = h̄v F n 2D π in which n 2D is the 2-D electron density.
To evaluate the current flow through the SLG sheet, the
evaluation of the number of channels is mandatory. As shown
in Fig. 1(a), we consider an SLG of length L and width W .
Due to the distribution of carrier velocity along both longitudinal as well as transverse direction, one has to consider
the net average electron velocity along +x direction, which
 +π/2
 
is v x+ = (v F /π) −π/2 cosθ dθ = (2/π)v F . This gives the
number of channels as M (E) = 2WE/π h̄v F .
B. Field-Dependent Electronic Transmission Coefficient in
SLG Sheet
With the average velocity of the electrons along +x direction, the energy-dependent net backscattering length, λ2D (x)
is averaged over the entire length +x to −x [Fig. 1(b)] [28].
This gives the isotropic λ2D (x) as
π
(2)
λ2D (x) = v F τe− p
2
where 1/τe− p is the resultant quasi-elastic electron–phonon
(e-p) scattering rate because of interaction between the electrons and inplane and flexural phonons, which is given by
Matthiessen’s rule as 1/τe− p = 1/τinplane + 1/τflexural where


h̄ 2 υ F2 β 2 1
E 2D 
g2
1
1
≈
+
+ 2
k B T (3)
2
2
2
τinplane
4a
2υ L
υL
υT
2ρ h̄ 3 υ F2
and
1
τflexural


≈

h̄ 2 υ F2 β 2
g2
+
2
4a 2

kB T
(k B T )2
ln
h̄ωc
64π h̄ς 2 E 2D 

.

n 2D is the order of 1016 m−2 ) is far less than the RT for
longitudinal, transverse, and flexural phonons, respectively,
and the domination of the absorption or emission of two
phonons for T
TBG .
In the presence of a constant electric field ε along
−x-direction, the electron gains energy by an amount qεx in
addition to E 2D . Hence, in such a case, using (3) and (4), (2)
can be written as follows:

E 2D  + qεx
π
λ2D (x) = v F
(5)
2 .

2
D + C E 2D  + qεx
Following Mc Kelvey’s method [27], the net electron flux
along +x-direction can then be written as
 

d +
−1  +
n 2D (x) v x+ =
n (x) − n −
(x) v x  (6)
2D
dx
λ2D (x) 2D
in which n ±
(x) is the electron density along the +- and −x2D
directions, respectively and the average velocity v x  along
both the x-directions are assumed to be the same. Using the
current flow continuity equation
 +



n 2D (x) − n −
(x) v x  = n +
(0) − n −
(0) v 0  (7)
2D
2D
2D
and the boundary condition
 


n+
(L) v L + = n +
(0) − n −
(0) v 0 
2D
2D
2D


 E 2D  can be evaluated as

(8)



n − (0)
1
 E 2D  = 1 − 2D
=
n+
1
+
φ
(0)
2D
where


2
L
D
φ=
ln 1 +
πv F qε
L kT

L
+ C E 2D  L 1 +
2L kT

(9)

(10)

in which L kT = E 2D /qε and is generally denoted as the
distance to which the potential drops to a value k B T /q of
its maximum at the source terminal, if the channel has a
parabolic energy band structure and nondegenerate [27]. For
the present case, this value lies between 2k B T /qε ≤ L kT ≤
limit, L/L kT →  0
2E F /3qε. Evidently, in the low field

which implies
φ
→
(2/(πv
))
D/E
F
2D  + C E 2D  L


and thus,   E2D  → λ2D /λ2D + L where λ2D =
(π/2)v F τ E 2D  . Hence, we see that (9) can be well applied
for both the regimes of carrier degeneracies.
C. ElectroThermal Currents in SLG Sheet

(4)

Here, g ≈ 3 eV is the screened deformation potential
constant, β ≈ 2 − 3 , ς = 1 eV is the bending rigidity
[24], a = 1.4 Å is the distance between the nearest carbon
atoms, ρ = 7.6 × 10−7 Kgm−2 is the mass density, υ L =
2.1 × 104 ms−1 and υT = 1.4 × 104 ms−1 are the longitudinal
and transverse sound velocities, respectively [24], ωc is the
infrared phonon cutoff frequency. In deriving (3) and (4),
it has been assumed that the Bloch–Gruneisen temperature

From Fig. 1 and using Landauer approach, the electric and
electron heat currents under the application of small potential
and temperature difference can be written as follows:



2q
(11)
 (E) M (E) f1 (E) − f 2 (E) dE
Ie =
h
and




2 
IQ =
E − E F1  (E) M (E) f 1 (E) − f 2 (E) dE.
h
(12)
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In such case, one can expand f 2 (E) using Taylor’s method to
give

D. Specific Heat of SLG Sheet and Transient Joule Heating
Equation

∂ f1 (E)
∂ f 1 (E)
E+
T.
(13)
∂E
∂T
Using (13) in (11) and (12) gives the Onsager’s relations

It was pointed out in [29] that the analyses of specific
heat at low temperature signify the dimensionality of the
system. This implies that at low temperature (T   D ,
 D is the Debye temperature of graphene) and considering
a linear phonon dispersion relation, the contribution from the
inplane phonons should exhibit a T2 dependency. However,
following the discussions in the Introduction, the specific heat
contributed only by the ZA mode can be written from
 ωmax
h̄ω 2
ex
Cph =
ρ (ω) dω
(23)
kB T
(e x − 1)2
0

f 2 (E) = f 1 (E) +

Ie = G V + S T

(14)

I Q = −TS V − K e T

(15)

and

where
2q 2
G=
h





∂ f 1 (E)
dE
 (E) M (E) −
∂E

is the electrical conductance,

−2q
E − E F1
S=
 (E) M (E)
h
T



(16)


∂ f 1 (E)
−
dE
∂E
(17)

is the Soret coefficient, and




2 1
2
∂ f 1 (E)
Ke =
 (E) M (E) E − E F1
−
dE
h
T
∂E
(18)
is the short-circuit electron-dominated thermal conductance.
At this point, it should clearly be understood that  (E) in (12)
and hence in (17) and (18) are to be found out when there is
no applied electric field. Following Fig. 1(a), and assuming
a uniform carrier (or doping) density, (14) and (15) can be
written in terms of current densities along −x-directions as
Je = σ
JQ = −

TS
W

∂V
∂x
∂V
∂x

−
−

S
W

∂T
∂x

K e + K ph
W

(19)
∂T
∂x

(20)

where the heat flow because of phonons is also added to (20).
As the thermal conductance in SLG is mainly dominated by
phonons [1], [14]–[17], [21]–[25], [26], one can fairly take
K e . Thus, from (19), we can write
K ph

TS2B G
∂T
JQ = TS B Je − κph (T ) −
(21)
W
∂x
where S B (= S/G) is the Seebeck coefficient and κph (T )
is the phonon thermal conductivity. Using the degenerate Mott relation,  one can also rewrite S B = (π 2 k 2B T /
3q)1/G (∂ G/∂ E) ε=0,E=E  . At high carrier concentration,
2D


one can approximate the function (∂ f 1 /∂ E) = −δ E − E F1
and can carefully differentiate this to obtain
 



M E F1
π 2 k 2B T  E F1
 +



SB =
(22)
3q
 E F1
M E F1

 



where
 E F1 / E F1 = (4L/3πv F ) E F1 9D/4E 2F1 −

C and M E F1 /M E F1
= 1/E F1 and the primes
denotes the differentiation with respect to the Fermi energy.
As the temperature increases, D
C and thus S B tends to a
dimension-independent value 5π 2 k 2B T /6q E F1 .

where x = h̄ω/k B T , ρ (ω) = A/(2π)2 (2π K /(∂ω/∂ K )) is
the 2-D phonon density of states, which can be written as
ρ (ω) = A/4πα through the ZA mode phonon dispersion
relation ω = αK 2 in which α is the ZA phonon diffusion constant (4.6 × 10−7 m2 s−1 )√ and K is the phonon
wave vector. The parameter A = ((3 3)/4)r02 N A is the molar
area with r0 ( = 0.14 nm) is the carbon–carbon distance
and N A is the Avogadro’s number per mole. In this case,
for simplified solutions, we assume the classical phonon
dynamics to obtain the ZA plane  D = 1000 K [30]. It can
be seen from (23) that the analytical answer occurs only
2
x
at T → ∞ where the integrand x 2 e x /(e
 − 1) → 1.
2
2
In such a case, C ph → k B π A/(2π) α h̄  D , a constant
value
at low temperatures, Cph →
 However,
 2 as anticipated.
∞
k B π A/(2π)2 α h̄ T 0 x 2 e x /(e x − 1)2 dx. The parenthesis
term is a constant and hence, Cph follows a linear T behavior.
It should be particularly understood that as the focus of this
paper lies at the moderate temperature (300–500 K), it will
lead to erroneous result in predicting the transient temperature
distribution if one assumes either a constant or linear T
dependency. To reduce the mathematical complexity arising
from an integro-differential equation [using (23) in (25)], we
use a fitting solution for Cph as


2
πAk 2B
π2
3 D
T
(24)
Cph =
tanh
2
5.3927
10T
(2π) α h̄
to corelate (23) over all the temperatures. Fig. 2 shows this
variation with temperature over all the ranges, computed
numerically. We see that at lower temperature, Cph exhibits
a linear T dependency while at higher T , tends to constant.
The inset shows the nonlinear variation of Cph above RT,
which has been compared (open circles) with (24).
Thus, the transient Joule heating equation can then be
written using (21) and the energy conservation law as
∂
∂x

κ0

∂T
∂x

− (σ εS B )

∂T
∂x

+

qσ S B ε2
E F1

T

∂T
(25)
∂t


where κ0 = κph (T ) − TS2B G/W , ρv = 2.8 × 103 Kgm−3 is
the volume density and σ is the SLG electrical conductivity.
It is realizable from (25) that the first and last terms resemble
Fourier’s heat diffusion and Joule heating, respectively. However, the second and third terms came because of the evaluation
+σ ε2 = ρv Cph
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Fig. 3. (a) R as a function of T with varying sheet carrier concentration.
(b) R as a function of å at different temperatures.
Fig. 2.
Phonon specific heat as a function of T in SLG sheet. Lines:
the numerical solution to (23). Symbols: the fitting equation (24). At lower
temperature, Cph is proportional to T . The inset magnifies the variation
between 300–500 K.

of ∂ S B /∂ T from (22) by considering D
C. Furthermore,
the evaluation of S B from (25) leads to serious effects on the
degree of rise in temperature over the n-doped SLG sheet as
discussed in the following section.
At this point, it is also worth mentioning about contribution in κph by ZA phonon in SLG sheet. Balandin et al.
[1], [31]–[34] predicted a large κph because of the high
mean free path of the long wavelength phonons. However,
the effect of ZA phonons was also exhibited in [21] and
[22] using their numerical solution to the linearized phonon
Boltzmann’s transport equation and Lennard–Jones potential,
respectively, and predicted that about 60% of the Umklapp
and normal processes involving ZA mode are forbidden,
causing a significant increase of κph . Further, Alofi, et al.
[35] predicted that κph contribution from ZA branch is ∼2.1
times larger than from LA modes and ∼1.8 times that that of
TA modes. However, if the sheet is on substrate/supported,
LA/TA remains immune to substrate interactions but ZA
modes are suppressed by phonon leakage through the substrate
and is further studied by molecular dynamics simulations and
Boltzmann’s technique [36], [37]. Whatsoever, for suspended
SLG sheet, [26] has demonstrated, using a second-order threephonon Umklapp, the edge roughness, and isotopic scatterings,
the variation of κph with geometry, temperature, and isotope
concentration that agrees well with the experiments cited there
in. Considering this, it has been found that κph follows a T 1.5
and T −2 law at lower and higher temperatures in the absence
of isotopes, respectively [27]. However, in their presence, the
behavior of κph sharply deviates from the T −2 law at higher
temperatures. To solve (25), we use analytical model of κph
from [26] in the following section.
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
Using the Landauer’s conductance (16) and assuming a
high n-type carrier concentration, the sheet resistance under
uniform temperature distribution
and electric field can be

written as R (T ) = h/2q 2 (1/ (E 2D ) M (E F )). Fig. 3(a)
shows this variation as a function of the sheet temperature
under different carrier concentrations. It appears that the sheet
resistance exhibits a linear variation with temperature when
plotted in logarithmic scale. It can also be seen that with

the increase in the sheet concentration, the resistance seems
to fall because of the reason of increased Fermi energy,
which increases the number of channels and decreases the
transmission coefficient. The main scattering mechanism that
dominates at higher temperature comes from the inplane
interactions (6), which increases with the increase in the
carrier concentration. This consequently increases the electron
average energy, thereby increasing the scattering rate. Fig. 3(b)
shows the variation of R as a function of electric field at
different uniform sheet temperatures and widths. It can be
understood that the resistance increases with L whereas with
the increase in the width, R falls because of the increase in the
number of channels. The effect of increase in electric field on
the resistance exhibits a decrease in the variation of R. Clearly,
this is due to the reduction of the backscattering length, which
aids to transmit the carriers from contact 1 to 2. It should be
noted that, currently, the role of ZO optical phonon emission
at very high temperature and electric field ( 106 Vm−1 ) is
not clear hence, our theoretical results at that regime should
be modeled carefully. However, as the field and temperature
deviations (from 300 K) are less [see Taylor’s expression (17)],
the present analyses exhibit a reasonable physical insight.
To keep our presentation brief, we do not intend to exhibit
the variation of R and S B as the functions of sheet concentration and temperature. This has been already exhibited
in [38], which is in good agreement with the experimental
data mentioned there in. However, the notable conclusions
from [38] are that S B at RT decreases with the increase
in n 2D .
In the presence of thermal current, the Thomson effect
appears that depending on the direction of the field and type
of carrier concentration may result in a heating or cooling
along the sheet length. From (25), one can see the effect of
the Seebeck coefficient S B , which is negative for an n-type
SLG, in the second and third terms. This results in a lowering
of the temperature as time increases, far from the hot end,
signifying a local cooling region instead of hot spot. A local
heating occurs when either the direction of the thermal current
or the electric current is changed or if we change the type
of carrier concentration. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the electric
and thermal currents are flowing in the same direction (right
to left) hence absorbing the heat from the sheet, results in
Thomson cooling and is shown in Fig. 4(a). It can be seen
from this figure that with an increase in ε, the steady-state
temperature goes down and reaches to a value of almost 292 K
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Fig. 4. (a) Static temperature profile along the sheet length with varying ε,
directed from right to left [Fig. 1(a)]. (b) Transient behavior of the minimum
temperature of the SLG at the cold- pot [x = xmin from solution of (25)]
when ε = −3 × 104 Vm−1 in the form of step input is applied across the
sheet (directed from right to left as before) in the absence of any isotopes.
The carriers are assumed to have sufficient relaxation time before flipping of
the applied field.

Fig. 5. Static temperature profile along the sheet length considering all
respective cases of Fig. 4(a) and (b) with ε, directed from left to right
[Fig. 1(a)].

from its initial value for a sheet dimension of 3 × 2 μm2 .
Fig. 4(b) shows the temperature variation when a step input
is applied. It appears that in the absence of isotopes, the
minimum steady-state temperature is attained very quickly
with a rise time (tr ) of almost 0.36 ns for the given dimensions.
The fall time (t f ) is approximately 0.40 ns and reaches to the
local initial temperature (when the field is removed). Fig. 5(a)
and (b) shows just the opposite scenario of Fig. 4(a) and (b),
respectively, i.e., an ε is applied in the opposite direction (left
to right) and thermal current is flowing from right to left results
in rejection of heat to the sheet ,and hence temperature along
the length goes up and can reach up to a value of about 326 K
with ε = 3 × 104 Vm−1 for the given sheet dimensions. In this
case, tr = 0.30 ns while t f = 0.46 ns, being much quicker. We
thus observe from Figs. 4(b) and 5(b) that in the absence of any
isotopes, the SLG sheet cools down and heats up, respectively,
faster which is due to the involvement of the coefficient σ εS B
in the second term of (25).
Figs. 6(a) shows the static temperature profile along the
sheet length for varying ε in the presence of C13 isotopes.
It can be seen that the effect of addition of C13 isotopes
lowers down the local temperature much, compared with that
in the absence of isotopes [Fig. 4(a)]. With an increase in ε,
T reduces and reaches to a value of about 261 K quite
lower than the corresponding case of isotopically pure sheet.
This is due to the increase of the isotopic phonon scattering
rate, which decreases the thermal conductivity and effectively
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Fig. 6. (a) Static temperature profile along the sheet length with varying ε and
is directed from right to left in the presence of C13 with m = 10−4 (strength
of the isotopic scattering). (b) Transient behavior of the minimum temperature
at the cold spot [x = xmin from solution of (25)] when ε = −3 × 104 Vm−1
in the form of step input is applied across the sheet.

Fig. 7. Static temperature profile along the sheet length considering all
respective cases of Fig. 6(a) and (b) with ε, directed from left to right
[Fig. 1(a)].

decreases κ0 . This consequently reduces the Fourier conduction term in (25). Fig. 6(b) shows the temperature rise when a
step input is applied. It appears that the steady-state minimum
temperature is attained in almost 1 ns, which is approximately
2.7 times than that of corresponding pure case for the same
given dimensions, field and initial, and boundary conditions. It
appeared that when the field is removed, t f becomes 0.80 ns,
which implies that under the presence of isotopes, the SLG
sheet takes much longer time to reach the initial steadystate temperature. Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows all the cases of
Fig. 5(a) and (b) under the presence of isotopes. It can be
seen from Fig. 7(a) that under joule heating [electric field
directed from left to right, Fig. 1(a)], an increase in ε increases
the temperature. This can be compared with Fig. 5(a), which
shows that the maximum temperature at m = 10−4 can reach
up to 342 K because of the above-mentioned reason. The rise
and fall times are 0.92 and 0.97 ns, respectively, much larger
that the identical cases of an isotopically pure SLG sheet.
At this point, it should be noted that this paper focusses only
on the ZA contribution of the carrier transport properties of
suspended SLG sheet. Our present  (E) methodology can
also be used to predict the sheet temperature by considering the contribution from other acoustic phonon branches.
For example, the contribution from the LA and TA phonon
branches can increase the Cph to almost 2–3 times than only
ZA branch. In such a case, Cph =700 JKg−1 K−1 at RT [39].
In case, the SLG is on substrate, the heat loss into the
same must also be considered. Additionally, for short channel
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length, the effect of contact resistances should be included
which may have a profound change in the determination of
overall G and thermal conductance. The theoretical analyses
of our work estimate that isotopically doped suspended SLG
sheet takes longer time to heat and cool, however, at the cost
of magnitude of the temperature rise. The time constant in
such case is in the order of a few nanoseconds and can be
calculated from τ = Rth Cth /8, where Rth = L/ κph (T ) W δ
is the thermal resistance and Cth = (LWδ) ρv Cph (T ) is the
thermal capacitance [39]. This leads to about 0.16 ns at 300 K
considering κph = 2500 Wm−1 K−1 in the absence of any
isotopes for the given dimensions [Fig. 5(b)].
IV. C ONCLUSION
We estimate the transient response of temperature over a
suspended SLG sheet under the presence of both electrical
and thermal currents by formulating Landauer transmission
coefficient and solution of joule heating equation. We find that
for ZA phonon dominated SLG sheet, it takes longer time to
cool/heat when isotopes are present.
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